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Have you ever wondered how the next must see movie or gotta read book reaches your ear and
prompts you to check the show times or visit Amazon.com? I've told you how word-of-mouth
spreads through networks or circuits and network preachers. Moving from a neutral position to
the far right(negative) and the far left (positive) influencers. Knowing that in both swings right or
left of neutral you have preachers that will rant or rave as the case may be to those who will
simply voice their opinion when asked.
Word-of-mouth is generally accepted or sought by early adopters, leading edge mainstreamers
and the late majority and the perception and expectation levels are based on what they have
heard from folks they trust. Trust being the primary element of this wonder (word-of-mouth).
You recognized the power of such marketing to the extent that a company or business must
manage the expectation levels of the masses should positive word-of-mouth take over. It is
particularly important when positive word-of-mouth reaches epidemic proportions and the
experiential aspect of the product or service kicks in.
The process of initiating and managing word-of-mouth is further complicated by other elements
that come into play.
You must keep in mind that this positive flow of information is based on the quality of the
product or service. The extent to which the infectious aspects are determined is predicated on
how well the expectation levels meet or exceed that of the new user.
There are other factors to think about beyond trust and quality.
How does the "buzz gospel" spread?
I examined how a company’s marketing effort sparks the initial interest and how word-of-mouth
lights up the infectious acceptance of the product or service, but it will also be the amount of
passion, energy and credibility connected to the effort that will push the message forward.
Simply starting the word-of-mouth through marketing channels will not suffice. Once the message begins to move through the circuits you must be prepared to exert energy, (translates:
bucks and time) behind the product to keep the momentum going. Taking the time and spending the money is the best ways to take advantage of word-of-mouth.
Energy and passion are infectious but the quality must also be apparent in the product for it to
take on a life of its own. (think Palm Pilot or Blackberry) You must also remember the role that
credibility plays. The folks that spread the word are not necessarily shouting, they are people
whose word you trust. This trust is based on the individual’s reputation and your historical
impression of their opinion. Whether or not the opinion is acted upon depends on if you store
the information for future use or dismiss it along with the “clutter” or “distractions” that abound
in your daily lives. Further influence may come from your social circuit, the early adopters, the
followers and the foot-draggers. Every individual in the circuit that uses the product or service
will then decide what they think of it and whether to pass the word along. You cannot make
users say positive things about your product or service any more that having fun can be legislated. (Although a former boss who will remain nameless thought that mandatory membership
and payroll dues deduction for the employees social club would improve moral) Word-of-mouth
is only valid because it has not been coerced.
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